
PASSION ROLL RESULT

Critical 
Success

Character is inspired and acts strongly in 
accordance with the passion. Gain 1 point in 
the passion, plus an experience check.

Success Character is inspired and acts in
accordance with the passion. Gain an 
experience check in the passion.

Failure Character is disheartened and immediately 
loses 1 point in the relevant passion unless
the Gamemaster rules otherwise.

Fumble Character is maddened and immediately loses 1 
point in the passion.

TRAIT ROLL RESULT

Critical 
Success

An experience check is normally gained, and 
the character acts strongly in accordance with 
the trait.

Success The character acts in accordance with the trait. 
The player may decide precisely what action 
ensues within that limitation. An experience 
check should be gained only if the action is 
somehow significant to the story or the 
character.

Failure Roll again, this time against the opposed trait. 
Success on this second roll means the character 
acts in accordance with that second trait. 
Failure indicates the player may choose freely 
how the character will act. No checks are given.

Fumble The opposite trait is checked, and the character 
immediately acts in accordance with the 
checked trait.

PASSION ROLL EFFECTS

Inspired Success: Gain +10 modifier
Critical success: Doubled or gains +20 modifier 
(whichever results in a higher value)

Shock If a knight should somehow fail to 
perform a deed for which he was inspired, 
he suffers shock. In game terms, the 
character must immediately make a roll 
on Table 5–2: Aging.

Dis-
heartened

A disheartened knight suffers a –5 
modifier on all further rolls made 
during the situation that brought on 
his state. Once the situation passes, he 
then becomes melancholic.

Melan-
cholic

Melancholy is a mental disorder that,
when it manifests, causes the victim to be 
overwhelmed by grief. He or she may fall 
to the ground weeping aloud, lamenting 
losses and ill luck, and crying out from 
deep emotional pain. Alternately, a 
melancholic character might fall into a 
deep and morose depression. (See p. 74)

Maddened A character may be driven mad by his 
passions. This madness may occur at 
once, or once the relevant action is over 
(at the Gamemaster’s discretion). Once 
madness sets in, the player must 
immediately give his character sheet to 
the Gamemaster, who describes what 
ensues based only on what the other 
player characters know and can perceive.

RELIGIOUS & CHIVALRIC TRAITS

Roman  
Christian

Chaste, Forgiving, Merciful, Modest,
Temperate.

British  
Christian

Chaste, Energetic, Generous, Modest,
Temperate.

Pagan Generous, Energetic, Honest, Lustful, Proud.

Chivalry Chaste, Energetic, Honest, Modest, Prudent, 
Temperate

DISHONORABLE ACTS  
Acts and Honor Lost

Attacking an unarmed knight -1

Cowardice -1

Desertion from battle/military service -1

Plundering holy place of your religion -1

Killing unarmed holy person of your religion -2

Killing, kidnapping, raping noblewoman -2

Lending money at a profit -2

Performing physical labor -2

Breaking an oath -3

Flagrant cowardice -3

Treachery against member of family -5

Treason (against your lord) -5

Killing kinsman -6

Learning to cast magic spells -8



COMBAT STEPS

Declare 
Actions

Combatants decide if they will move or take an action.  
Standard Actions: Exchange blows with an opponent using simple opposed resolution; Attack a surprised or helpless enemy, or one ignoring
your attack, with an unopposed weapon roll; Try to dodge an attack rather than fighting your opponent
normally; Move your mount’s full Movement Rate and make a lance charge during mounted movement. Rapid movement
(at a canter or gallop) may be permitted by the Gamemaster during the charge; Make a Squire roll to have your squire summon help or give you a new weapon. If more than one squire is available, multiple 
rolls may be made as one action; Give commands to followers; Engage in a brief conversation with a comrade; Re-arm yourself with a new weapon or a shield carried
on or about your person or mount, or brought to you by your squire; Make a ranged attack with a bow or light crossbow, making an appropriate unopposed weapon roll with a modifi
er for range and target if necessary, and then reload; Make a ranged attack with a hurled weapon, making an appropriate unopposed weapon roll (with a modifier for range and target if necessary); 
Scrutinize your surroundings using Awareness or Hunting; Attempt an optional maneuver, such as a berserk attack.

Resolution 
of Actions

• If one character succeeds and the other fails, proceed to the Winner’s Phase.
• If both fighters fail their weapon rolls, then both missed that round. The fight is inconclusive this round, and no damage
is dealt on either side. They can try again (or try something else) next round. Proceed to the Movement Phase. 
• If both fighters roll the same number and both are successful, then a tie occurs. This is essentially the same as if both had failed, but if one combatant’s weapon is a sword and the other’s is not, the sword 
breaks the other weapon. Proceed to the Movement Phase.
• A fumble means one of two things: Either that the fumbling fighter dropped his weapon (if it was a sword), or that his weapon broke (if it was any other type of weapon). Either way, the character must re-
arm himself before he can attack again, or else he must resort to some other type of action.
• A critical success on a weapon roll means that the player who rolled the critical deals double damage for his weapon during the Winner’s Phase — unless both fighters rolled crits, in which case their 
attacks are resolved as a tie.

Winner’s  
Phase

The winner rolls his damage against the loser.
If the winner achieved a notable success (a critical, for example, or a success against a noteworthy foe or that moves the story forward significantly), he may also, with Gamemaster approval, receive an 
experience check for the weapon used.

Loser’s  
Phase

The loser checks for special results and takes damage.
• First, the loser should check immediately, based on the damage his opponent rolled in the previous phase, for Knockdown results. 
• Next, if the loser is using a shield and made a successful weapon roll, then he adds his shield’s armor reduction value to his armor’s reduction value for this round. He now takes damage, subtracting any 
protection gained from his armor and shield (if applicable).
• Any damage beyond that absorbed by the character’s reduction points is recorded under Wounds on the character sheet, and this number is then subtracted from the character’s current hit points. This is 
the actual damage (as opposed to the “Knockdown damage”) taken this round.
• Compare the actual damage with the character’s Major Wounds statistic to determine whether he suffers any grievous effects from his enemy’s blow. 
• Also, compare the character’s current hit points with his Unconscious statistic to see if the character has taken too much punishment and thus collapsed.
• A character who falls unconscious during combat, whether due to a Major Wound or the accumulation of many small wounds, may still attempt a DEX roll if onhorseback or balancing on a wall. Success 
indicates a gentle fall that does little or no damage, at the Gamemaster’s discretion.

Movement Characters who declared movement this round now move up to a number of yards equal to their Movement Rate.
Participants in the combat who intended to move this round take their first yard of movement all at once; likewise, their second yard of movement occurs simultaneously; then their third; and so on until all 
combatants have taken their full allotment of movement. Riders can move up to their mount’s Movement Rate this way (a horse gives a great advantage in melee movement).
When a character moves to within 1 yard of an enemy, evasion may be necessary for movement to continue. (See
“Evasion”). Note that movement is generally used only to determine whether a character has closed with an enemy so that they might engage in combat. (Once two combatants
are within 1 yard’s distance, combat is possible.) In other circumstances, breaking movement down into round-by-round bits may be altogether unnecessary.



GENERAL MODIFIERS COMBAT MODIFIERS

Standard mod. (for most situations) +5/-5

Strong mod. (dramatic situations) +10/-10

Extreme mod. (spectacular situations) +15/-15

Immobilized +10/-10

High Ground +5/-5

Combined Action -5/+5

Surprise (note: no defense) +5

Fog/Darkness (-5 Awareness rolls) -10

Cover -5

Fatigue (battle CON rounds) -5

Unburdened +5

KNOCKDOWN

• Any damage equal or greater than SIZ forces a DEX (or 
Horsemanship) roll. Failure indicates a fall (1d6 damage if 
mounted).
• If damage is double SIZ, knockdown is automatic.
• When knocked down, an armored knight may struggle back to 
his feet during the Movement Phase next round. If the character 
is attacked
before getting up, then he and his opponent(s) receive–5/+5 
reflexive modifiers to weapon rolls. Unless knocked down again, 
he regains his footing at the beginning of the next Movement 
Phase, and may take a move normally at that time.

SPECIAL COMBAT OPTIONS

Berserk Foe attacks first. Regardless of success, if 
berserker still stands he attacks at +10, 
unopposed. This often checks Reckless.
Cannot be used with Lance, or against multiple 
targets. Berserker never gets shield protection.

Defense +10 to skill, but no damage is dealt

Dodge DEX roll will avoid damage. Failure results in 
a fall and damage if foe made his weapon roll.

Evasion Both combatants make a DEX check (or 
Horsemanship) at +5/-5 for the evader. 

Mounted +5/-5 for mounted (or higher ground) warriors.

Lance 
Charge

Horse rider gains +5 against non lance-
wielding foes.  Odd damage result breaks the 
lance. Damage is 6d6 for a charger, 5d6 for a 
courser, and 4d6 for a rouncy.

Grapple Unarmed attacker makes opposed DEX to:
• throw his opponent down hard, doing 1d6 
damage (no armor); if the opponent was 
horsed, 2d6. Next round, start disengaged.
• throw opponent down, immobilize him by 
sitting on him. Next round, the winner may 
strip the opponent’s helmet off and demand 
surrender; release him; or keep holding him.
• hold his opponent immobile, arms held to his 
sides, helpless to use any weapon.
• In either of the last two cases, held character 
may in the next round attempt to break free 
with an opposed STR roll. A win indicates 
success, a failure means it is impossible.
• Armor has no effect on grappling.

Ranged 
Weapons

Ranged weapon rolls are unopposed, though 
targets with a shield count as being under cover 
(-5 to hit).

Multiple 
Opponents

Against multiple foes (up to 3 on foot, 2 
mounted), defenders may divide their weapon 
skill as they wish and make separate attacks 
against each. Knights may damage multiple 
foes this way.

WOUNDS, HEALING & DEATH

Unconsciousness (HP / 4)
Characters lose consciousness when they have hit point equal to 
(hit points / 4) and are unhealthy.

Major Wounds (Wound = to CON)
• Check chirurgery box. The character is unhealthy.
• Characters lose consciousness unless they roll equal or under 
current hit points.
• Characters roll on the aging table to see if any grievous 
wounds have occurred.
• If still standing, the character must make a Valorous check to 
continue fighting.

Mortal Wounds (Wound = Hit Point Statistic)
• The character will die in an hour unless restored to positive hit 
points. If he lives, he is unconscious and unhealthy.
• If character lives, rolls 3 times on the aging table.
• If the character lives, the “Chirurgery Needed”
box is checked. He lies unconscious, future uncertain.

Dying (0 Hit Points or Less)
• If Hit Points are 0 or below, the character needs to have 
positive hit points restored by midnight or die in the night.
• If the character survives, he is unhealthy.

Unhealthy & Deterioration (chirurgery box checked)
• Unhealthy characters take 1d6 deterioration damage every 
week unless they receive successful or critical Chirurgery.

.First Aid, Natural Healing, and Chirurgery
• Each First Aid roll heals 1d3 hit points on an individual wound 
(1d3+3 on a critical success). A fumbled first aid roll does 1d3 
damage and the victim is now unhealthy.
• Natural healing occurs on Sunday at noon.
• Chirurgery roll is made once per week. Successful Chirurgery 
prevents deterioration for the week. Critical success doubles 
healing rate. Fumbled does 1d3 immediate damage.

Aggravation
• Aggravation means making a condition worse by undertaking 
excessive activity while injured (less than half hit points) or 
unhealthy. Values below are for (injured/unhealthy)
• Light exertion (0/1 damage), moderate exertion (walking, 
riding, arguing; 0/2), and strenuous exertion (fighting, traveling, 
1/3) will do extra damage to characters. Aggravation cannot be 
healed by first aid.



BASIC GLORY AWARDS
Minimum 1                                                                                        
Ordinary 10                                                                                       
Heroic 100                                                                                         
Extraordinary 1000                                                                           

EXTRA GLORY
Some reasons to award extra Glory might include:
• Success against bad odds (worse than 3:1): + 100 per knight
• Extraordinary witness to the event: add 25 for a greater noble 
(earl, duke), 50 for a king or Round Table knight; 100 for your 
lord; 150 for the Pendragon or High Queen.
• Helped a famous hero (for instance, a Round Table knight), + 
100 Glory.
• Extraordinary flourish and show, +10.
• Made the gamemaster laugh with pleasure, +10.

SKILL SUCCESS
Any successful use of a skill in an important or critical situation 
may warrant a Glory award for the action:
Ordinary use of the skill 10                                                               
A critical success use of the skill 20                                                  
Ordinary use before royalty 20                                                         
A critical success before royalty 40                                                   

SUCCESSFUL TASKS
This Glory is gained when a task is successfully completed. A 
scenario or adventure may require several tasks to be completed as 
part of the process. 
Trivial (save a maid from a wolf) 1                                                   
Ordinary (carry message through unknown territory) 10                
Heroic (free prisoners from a tribe of giants; 100                            
carry a message safely through a very dangerous place)
Very Heroic (lead a tiny army to repel an invading 250                  
horde of Irish raiders)                                                                       
Extraordinary (rescue Queen Guenever from death) 1000                

DEFEATING ENEMIES
• Consider “defeat” to mean that the enemy surrendered, or was 
captured, incapacitated, or killed. If the enemy's plans were 
defeated but he escaped, no Glory is gained for the defeat (but see 
“Successful Tasks”).
• If several knights cooperate to defeat an enemy, the Glory given 
below is divided among them.

Knights
If the combat was “for love” (to knockdown, first blood) then the 
number should be reduced to a tenth of the number given.
Ordinary Knight (1000-1999 Glory) 50                                            
Notable Knight (2000-3999 Glory) 100                                            
Famous Knight (4000-7999 Glory) 250                                            
Extraordinary Knight (8000+ Glory) 500                                        

Other Human Foes
unruly peasant 1                                                                                
thief 5                                                                                                 
ordinary bandit 10                                                                             
notable bandit 5                                                                                
armored and mounted non-knight 35                                                
Saxon raider 35                                                                                 
Pict raider 20                                                                                    

Animals, Monsters, and Magical Beings
vicious rat 0                                                                                      
huge snake 1                                                                                      
large wolf 5                                                                                       
bear 10                                                                                             
huge white bear 100                                                                         
witch 5                                                                                              
ogre 25                                                                                              
small giant 100                                                                                  
unicorn 100                                                                                      
lion 250                                                                                            
griffin 250                                                                                          
giant 250                                                                                          
fire-breathing wyrm 400                                                                   
huge giant 500                                                                                  
basilisk 500                                                                                      

BATTLE PARTICIPATION
Awards for battle depend on how well the character and the army 
fought. Glory is gained on a per-round basis, and is derived from 
the size of the battle, with adjustments for various factors. See the 
“Chivalric Duties” chapter for more information on battles.

Glory per Battle Round 
Small Battle 15                                                                                  
Medium Battle 30                                                                              
Large Battle 45                                                                                  

Result Multipliers
How well your character did with his weapon skill roll during the 
round makes a big difference. And being on the field, but 
disengaged, is worth far less in Glory. 
Critical Success x2                                                                            
Success x1                                                                                         
Failure x.5                                                                                         
Fumble x.01                                                                                       
Disengaged x0.1                                                                                

Victory Multipliers
Participation in a victory is far more glorious than surviving a 
humiliating defeat. 
Clear Victory x2                                                                                
Indecisive x1                                                                                      
Clear Loss x0.5                                                                                 

Odds Multipliers
If the odds in battle were against your side, more Glory is gained. 
Outnumbered more than 2:1 x1.5                                                      
Outnumbered more than 5:1 x2                                                         


